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PUT ON YOUR TIIINKING CAP
Justin Stone

In forfy-three years of following a spiritual path,

what has always amazed me is that my own

inner experience has very seldom coincided with

the written and spoken teaching I had been

exposed to. There have been exceptions. When

I first read The Buddhism of Totality by Garma

C. C. Chang, the teachings of esoteric Hue-Yen

Buddhism, I found an exact description of What

I had known - but never heard - for many, many

years. Meditation will often take one to a
'higher' level of vibration, in which case

numerous other universes may be experienced.

These will not in any way resemble this

universe, which scientists mistakenly, and

chauvinistically, hold to be the only one.

Experiencing these, it is not known if what is

seen (inter-connecting shafts of light, etc.) are

even creatures. Other universes described in

some Buddhism, which I presume the Buddha

experienced, have strange descriptions of places

where there is 'neither thought nor no thought'

or 'neither form nor no form', entirely beyond

our ability to comprehend. Such sights, of

course, tear to shreds conventional church

views. and so would not be admissible even if

experienced. Liftle theology is based on

experience; most on theory and blind faith.

When asked about such experiences, my Indian

teacher would answer: "Why should you doubt
your own experience?"

That some energy, possibly combined with

wisdom, comes 'down from above' hardly fits

my pre-conceived notions (being an iconoclast),

but, nevertheless, I have seen and felt it. T'ai

Chi Chih practice, if coupled with meditation,
will strengthen the possibilities of such

experience, but, if you are a devout church

believer, it would be unlikely that you could go

beyond your own religious conditioning.

The devout Bhakti is said to go into ecstasy at

the creaking of a water wheel. Read Kabir's
poetry. On the other hand, The Jnani is

following the way of inquiry, to separate the
'real' from the 'unreal'. In my view there is no
'unreal', only transformation. What is alive

stays alive, only it changes. Everything is a

sign-post if read properly. And my own

experience has been 'Everything is singing the

the Glory of Creation'.

*

Justin Stone is the Ortginator of T'ai Chi Chih! Joy Thru Movemenl.

Ed Altman is the Appointed head of 'Tai Chi Chih.

This journal is dedicated to T'ai Chi Chih teachers and practitioners worldwide

May it serve you in "Knowing the Real"-
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Fall

Hue-laden leaves announce autumn
as harvest-time dampens the air
and earth reaps parturient crops

bidding the summer farewell.

The golden moon rises triumphant,
as the srnell of sweet hay fills the sky
and fatl gifts the earth with its bounty

lmparting gestational grandeur.

ZruINNER WORKINGS

Deadline for Winter ZF./.' October 25

(See new submissions information on page 5.)

Statement of Purpose

VFJ is a forum for spiritual work based in the
desire to share knowledge with TCC teachers
and others for their information, instruction,
and enrichment. The mission of VFJ is to
reflect the positive and uplifting expressions
of teachers/students in keeping with the
original intent under which this vehicle was
established.

Highlights of this Issue

The 1997 Teachers' Conference held at
Chapman College in Orange, CA on July 256
through July 27h was hosted by Timothy Stuetz
with the able assistance of Pam Towne. Our
greatest appreciation for your effons!

The Friday afternoon opening program featured
the resplendent music of Harpist Joel Andrews
who performed live accompaniment to TCC
'silent practice'. With deep gratitude from our
TCC family we offer special thanks to him for
his inspirational work! The Friday evening
program ended with the now familiar Candle-

light Rededication Ceremony lead by Sr.
Antonia. On Saturday and Sunday, practice
sessions led by Ed Altman were interspersed
with discussions of philosophy and presentation
of topics by Justin who also taught the jing, as
promised. Guy Kent and Christina Tillotson
explained the new TCC Web Site (page 6); Ed
Altman announced the new week-long format
for teacher training (page 7). Host teachers of
1997 teacher trainings and TCC teachers
teaching abroad spoke about their experiences.
The Talent Show on Saturday night featured
music, singing, poefry, a skit, and tributes,
ending with an exquisite concert by harpist Joel
Andrews. The Closing Circle was de-ttgftt-fuI!

At conference a letter was read from Liz Salada
regarding her intention to formally resign as
publishing-editor of VFJ with the publication of
this Fall issue. Her resignation letter is on page
4, and future plans for VFJ publication are
detailed on page 5.

Many warm memories are provided through the
pictures, poems, writings, and comments
submitted by participants. Conference
Impressions (pages 1l-15) reflect remembrance
of the past while sharing the present and looking
toward the future. Calendar Notes on page 20
details information about the Seijaku
Accreditation to be held in Albuquerque, NM on
Nov. 14 -16. Of special interest is Dr. Tahir
Bhatti's article about his research of altemative
therapies at UCSD in San Diego, CA entitled,
TCC and Chronic Low Back Pain (page 34).

May the changing of seasons provide a fresh
new foundation for your endeavors.

For The Vital Force staff,

" 2 ' P

Taggart

Interim Editor

Vital Force Joumal September 1997
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Dear T'ai Chi Chih Teachers.

I have come to a decision of resignation to the
role requested of me six years ago, that of
publisher-editor for The Vital Force. - Journal
of T'ai Chi Chih. Thinking not to be a person

with much interest in titles, wielding it now
before relinquishing it allows me to share this

communication with you.

Personally, my interpretation of the
responsibilities of this position led me to

consider what might be accomplished within the
potential of such a communication. Connecting
us, TCC teachers with each other, by
encouraging the written sharing of our
experiences has seemed to be a worthwhile goal

with the positive result of expanding our
awareness within the continually growing

community of teachers. For the level of
commitment to the project, nurturing the
expansion and progress of this communication
link has mostly been a highly creative and
rewarding cause. More recently though, my
involvement as VFf publisher has been
substantially challenged by many changes during
the past year, now between two conferences.
Due to the strong divergence of personal

opinions expressed during this period, an
increased level of discernment was called for in
editing VFJ. At the same time, the special needs
of another role I fill (as a mother) also escalated.
However, I feel confident (and graced) with the
way, the quality and direction of life energy
expressed during this great growth period!

It has been a dutiful privilege to attempt to
support the developmental stages of VFJ,
especially with the philosophical aim of

fostering the experience of teaching as a joyful

art shared in the spirit of service. In this view,
VFJ has much potential as an inspiring vehicle
to do even more than inform teachers and record
the continuing development of TCC. Through
reflecting the beauty of each teacher's individual
energy, at its spiritual essence, perhaps a
broadened scope of understanding may be
revealed within the whole collective body.

VFJ will continue to grow in new directions by
reflecting the consciousness (unity and diversity)
of its contributors. Through the essential intent
of each message conveyed, you as teachers are
The Vital Force, as are the leaders in T'ai Chi
Chih key influence of its future. With
attendance and acceptance of the community's
fullest voice, perhaps renewed wholeness and
strength will prevail from our known spiritual
perception.

It has been enriching to meet many interesting
and caring people during my time witk VFJ.
With gratitude I acknowledge you all and wish
the same nourishment to you that I have
received. Individually, kind thanks to each of
you whose character continues to contribute to
the great body ofLove we all are!

Sincerely, in mutual accord,

The Vital Force September 1997
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Dear Teachers and Readers,

It is with great sadness tbat VFJ acknowledges

the resignation of Liz Salada as the Fublishing-

editor of The Vitat Force. She has served the

T'ai Chi Chih community faithfully and well,

providing guidance, as well as wisdom,

knowledge, commitment and integrity to each

issue of ZFJ. I have en-ioy-ed working atLiz'

side and under her tutelage.

As I assume the role of interim editor, it is with

the knowledge that Liz has, along with Lois

Mahaney, for many years provided the vision

and impetus for this joumal, and as I (with the

help of the VFJ volunteer staff) endeavor to

sustain and guide the restructuring of ZF./ in the

months ahead, I am thankful for the modeling

that they have both provided for me.

The Role of Interim Editor

As interim editor I will, with the help of Lois

Mahaney, oversee the many aspects of transition

which will occur over the next I/F./ publishing

quaner.

Volunteer Staff to ParticiPate

A small group of volunteers from the S. F. Bay

Area has agreed to help in this effort. I am

grateful to all of them, especially Canie Kinsey

(a newly accredited teacher from Concord, CA)

who has offered editorial assistance in the form

of layout, design, and in the inputting of

submissions materials into the computer.

Thanks Carrie!

Lois Mahaney, Interim ZFJCoordinator

Lois will continue to serve as Resource

Correspondenf, and has agreed to function as

my advisor, as needed, with regard to The Vital

Force. As such, she will now receive I/F,I

,,.. !:

submittals and subscriptions at her address, and

fonvard materials to me on a regular basis'

The new mailing address for subscriptions and

submittals is:
Lois Mahaney
The Vital Force

1633 Via Amigos

San Lorenzo, CA 94580-2009

During this period of transition, we solicit your

comments, ideas and participation as we

reorganize, and we appreciate your patience and

cooperation as we endeavor to serve you in the

time-honored tradition of The Vitul Force. We

gratefully acknowledge and thank you for your

support of this joumal.

From the Spirit-Heart,

Roberta Taggart

Interim Editor

I/F/ SUBMISSIONS POLICY

|/e endeavor to put in all contributions

submitted. Some minar edtting may occur for
clafity und will be designated by brackets I J-
Omissions will be desigtated by small do* ... -

If heauy editing is deemed necessary the uuthot

witl be contacted. If yoar sahmission has been

printed in another TCC puhlicatlon,tirst choice

wiII be given to an unpublished submittal for
tlre same qaarter. Reprints of articlesfro,m NM

TCC News will always be soarced as will

artlcles from other publications. In an effort to

remain balanced and neutral, we prefer not to

pfint artlcles with defamatory statements,

hateful comments, or remarks that otherwise

daractfrom the overall lntcnt of VFJ

The Vital Force September 1997
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WE'RE ON TIIE WORLD WIDE WEB

Guy Kent, Albuquerque, NM

The World Wide Web (WWW) is one of the most

popular information gathering resources available.

Think of it as a 24 hour per day by 7 day per week

answer center providing continuous availability

around the world to information. Under Ed Altman's

direction and using Christina Tillotson's initiative and

creative talents, people around the world now can

gather information about'T'ai Chi Chih (TCC) by

going to WWW.TAICHICHIH.ORG. The primary

purpose of the T'ai Chi Chih web site is to encourage

people to get consistent information, seek out an

accredited instructor, and attend courses in T'ai Chi

Chih. The Internet is a "self-serve" resource and an

ideal way for interested people to find the teacher

nearest them.

The initial content of the web site will be: an

introduction to T'ai Chi Chih, a listing of the T'ai Chi

Chih movements, a sample movement from the

textbook (each movement will be shown for 2-3

weeks), a partial reference of accredited instructors, a

brief biography of Justin Stone, quotes from Justin

from the VFJ and the T'ai Chi Chih News (each

shown for 2-3 weeks), significant articles from majors

news sources (LA Times, Nursing Review, etc.),

information about the Vital Force, and a subscription

form, information about Good Karm4 publishing and

descriptions of some materials, photographs from T'ai

Chi Chih courses being taught around the world.

At the Teacher's Conference we discussed the issues

associated with being on the Web. Since there are

one-time setup fees and ongoing maintenance costs

we af,e requiring a $5.00 per year listing fee from

teachers interested in being included in the online

directory. We feel this fee is extremely reasonable,

and will use any surplus funds to cover other

expenses of running the web site.

Refenal information will be made available on the

web site only at the request of each teacher. If you are

interested in having your information available, you

will need to subscribe. The referral listing will

include the teacher's name, phone number, city, and e-

mail address (if desired). Over 60 people at the

conference asked to be included in the web referral

directory. For those of you concerned about your

privacy, if you do not subscribe, your information will

not be made available.

We also encourage all teachers to include our web site

address on your business cards, brochures, and in your

presentations. This will provide a valuable service to

everyone as we get the T'ai Chi Chih message out.

Imagine Boing to the local newspaper or radio station

and asking them to do a feature on T'ai Chi Chih.

When they ask for more information they can be

refened to our web site where they will have access to

consistent information about what T'ai Chi Chih is,

where it has been taught, and other items of interest.

Since this is a bold new venture for T'ai Chi Chih we

want your feedback. We are starting small, keeping it

simple. As we leam and grow, the site content will

change. We do not expect to include any links to

other sites from the TCC web site but we encourage
you, if you have a web site, to link to the TCC site.

We'll provide on-going status information here in

VFJ so stay tuned!

For more information visit www.taichichih.org or

contact Christine Tillotson, Guy Kent, or Ed Altman.

Christina has volunteered to maintain the web site for

the first year on a donation basis. Ed is providing the

vision for the content, and Guy will initially

coordinate the teacher refenal listing and billing. If

you would like to subscribe to the web referral

directory, please contact Guy Kent at 2225 Dietz

Place N.W., Albuquerque, NM 87107 or

gkent@usa.net.

Note: Those of you who subscribed at the

conference, please send your $5.00 check to Guy Kent

ifyou have not already done so.

Vital Force Journal September 1997
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The primary purpose of a T'ai Chi Chih Teacher

Training course is to prepare prospective teacher

candidates to teach T'ai Chi Chih with sincerity

and integrity. The level of each candidate's

preparation plays a large role in determining the

success of the course, but the course format is

also very important. In my experience, courses

which are held in retreat settings seem to

produce the most well-equipped new teachers.

I often see candidates spend hours together

outside of class each day reviewing the

movements and preparing their presentations.

Unfortunately, teacher candidates who only

come at night do not spend this additional time,

and their movements often reflect the lack of

additional practice.

"In my experience, courses

which are held in retreat

settings seem to produce the

most well-equipped new

teachers."

It has been particularly discouraging to see some

students spend all day at work, grab a bite to

each on the way over to class, do T'ai Chi Chih

until l0pm and then have trouble getting to

sleep. Of course, they wake up feeling tired the

next day, and this affects their ability to focus

during the course itself.

As a result, beglnnlng in Janaary 1998, there

will be a neil, format for all T'ai Chi Chih

Teacher Training coumes. The new intensive

format will be as follows:

NEW COURSE FORMAT FOR TCC TEACHER TRAINING

Ed Altman, San Rafael, CA

New Teacher Training Format

Monday - Friday 9:30am - 5:00pm

(Includes 90 minutes for
Lunch)

Saturday 9:30am - l2:30Pm

Cost: $450-00

The new format wiU increase the total number

of course hours from 22 to 33. This will allow

course participants to spend more time reviewing

the correct way to do the movements, talking

about how to set up classes, and learning how to

teach T'ai Chi Chih to new students. The

intensive, all-day format will require candidates

to tuke the week offfrom their daily activities,

ond will ollow them to be fully present during

the accreditation process. This format will also

encourage candidates and auditing teachers to

spend meals together, which helps to build a

sense of community.

The increase in the accreditation fee will now
pay for a one-year subscription to The Vital

Force for every new teacher. The remaining

additional proceeds will be split benveen Justin,

the host teacher, and myself to pay for the added

expense and effort of the week-long course

format.

With properly prepared candidates, and the new

course format, the emphasis of the accreditation
process will shift from learning how to do the

T'ai Chi Chih movements, to focusing on how to

teach them effectively. I look forward to

working with you and your teacher candidates

during an upcoming T'ai Chi Chih Teacher

Training Course.

Vital Force Journal September 1997
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ALLOW THE CHI TO "DO THE WORK''
Ed Altman, San Rafael, CA

Ramana Maharshi was traveling across India
when he observed another passenger carrying his
bag on the train. He said to the man, "You can
carry your bag yourself, or you can put it down,
and let the train carry it for you." It is the same
in our T'ai Chi Chih practice. There are many
opportunities to let go and allow the Chi to "do

the work".

At the annual conference this summer, I noticed
some teachers using a lot of upper arms and

shoulders in the T'ai Chi Chih practice. this is

extra effort which is not only unnecessary, but
creates tension, wastes energy, and causes the
Chi to rise, which can lead to ill effects. These
people are thinking of T'ai Chi Chih as exercise.

When the T'ai Chi Chih movements are done
properly, the practice is effortless. The upper
body is very light and understated. We

emphasize shifting the weight completely onto a
bent knee while remaining at one level. It is not
the motion of the arms, but the shifting of the
weight which causes the Chi to separate and
circulate independently through the body. Just
as a wind chime blows freely in the breeze, we
simply let go, and allow the upper body to
respond to the flow of the Chi during the T'ai
Chi Chih movements. The waist twist and
adjustments of the spine, shoulders and arms
follow the lead of the weight shift.

When we shift the weight completely, and
ground the Chi during our practice, it is easy to
forget the self. It naturally falls away, and we
readily sink into the essence of T'ai Chi Chih.
Nothing more needs to be done, so who is
needed? T'ai Chi Chih is doing T'ai Chi Chih,
and the practice is observed from the soles of lhe
feet.

The Sea of T'ai Chi Chih

T'ai Chi Chih ... SereniE in the midst of activity

T'ai Chi Chih ... ll/ell being, peace and harmony

T'ai Chi Chih ... A connection with the Spiritual,

The Sapremc Ultimate

The Sea of T'ai Chi Chih ... Flowing and ebbing,

Ebbing andflowing,

Flowing and ebbing ... The Sea of T'ai Chi Chih

A beautiful drop of ritoter you canv to be

Two drops ofwateryou and me

Through inJinite Wisdomwe came to be

Two drops of waterflowing to the sea

Flowing and ebbing, Ebbing andtlowing

The Sea of T'ai Chi Chih

Robert Montes de Oca, Albuquerque, NM

Vital Force Journal 8 September 1997
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MEDITATION AND CONCENTRATION

"Concentration" and "Meditation" are two, but

they are often linked together under the heading

"Meditation". Concentation is intense focus on

an object, often until one becomes the object and

the mind is one-pointed, "Zazerf in Zen is like

this, as is the practice of the T'ien T'ai ("Tendai"

in Japan). Koan practice, ln Zen, brings about a

one-pointed mind, which sometimes leads to an

enlightenment exPerience.

"Meditation", in its deepest sense - on which I

concentrate, with most students - brings about a

focused mind that becomes "no-pointed". Using

a Zen term, this is "Mu Shin" in its true sense'

When one comes out of the deep immersion that

true meditation brings, one has to consciouslly

rebuild the world. It has a deep and lasting

effect.

We have the ocean, and the waves that arise

from it, looking like this:

The waves arise and fall, creating quite a

commotion, though the waves that arise are

merely a manifestation of the ocean itself; there

is no difference between them. If we can sink,

between the waves, to the ocean's unruffled

surface, we have peace with no change'

Similarly, there is the mind, from which thoughts

arise. looking like this"

N
If we can detect the space @@ thought, the

space between thoughts, we can sink between

the whirling thoughts to the absolute quiet of

mind without thought, called in Indiq the

"Turiya" level, or fourth state of consciousness'

The frst three - the waking, sleeping, and

dreaming states - are like the 'unreal' movie that

is projected on the permanent, unchanging

screen. All emotions and upheavals occur in the

first three states, but the reality is the fourth,

unchanging one. This is represented by the

incessant droning sound, beneath the lightning

changes that occur in the solo instruments,

representing the ever-present reality. My

teaching of Meditation is primarily aimed at

realizing, and resting in, this underlying state.

To rest in this Turiya State is to r€alize, and

minifest, Samadhi. In Yoga this is the ultimate

goal, though Zen, and Buddhism in general,

*ant to go on to "Prajna", the inherant wisdom'

It is thru the practice of this Samadhi that the

Prajna, latent in all, is uncovered.

I have been with Yogis as they practise and

realizB the Bliss of this Samadhi (Turiya State)'

Many have developed strong powers, that they

could use profitably in the world, but why would

they want to? To be able to enter this Fourth

State at will brings the greatest Bliss, and,

probably satisfaction that can be known in this

world - not to mention the effect it has on future

lives. Can we live the usual everyday life in the

world and still realize this Blissful awakening?

This is a difficult question to answer.. Those

that I have known, who have realized it (not the

fulfillment of some transitional goal), have

always been those who have given up everything

else. Sad, but true, Vairagya (non-attachment) is

the absolute necessity' However, we can

practice meditation as a portion of our busy

lives.

Vital Force Journal June 1997
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On behalf of our TCC family this poetic writing is dedicated to Liz Salada for her devoted service as

Publishing-editor of The Vital Force. She has been a friend to us all, and served T'ai Chi Chih

teachers everywhere with strength, clarity and vision.

ZF./ Staff

I SALUTE YOU.

I amyourfriend and my lovefor you goes deep.
There is nothing I can give you which you have
not got, but there is much, very much, that
while f cannot give it, you can take. No hesven

can come to us unless our hearts Jind rest in iI

today. Take heaven. No peace lies in the

future which is not hidden in this present little

instant. Tahe peuce. The gloom of the world is

but a shadow. Behind it yel v,ithin our reach is
joy. There is radiance and glory in the

darkness could we but see and we have only to

Iook. Life is so generous a giver, but we,
judging its gifts by their covering, csst them
a$tay as ugly or heavy or hard. Remove the
covering, and you will find heneath it a living
splendor, woven of love, by wisdom, with power.

llelcome it, grasp it, and you touch the angel's

CONFERENCE

I noticed there were no comments after the
reading of Liz Salada's resignation letter [at
conferencel and, to fill that void, I offer my deep
gratitude for her years of hard work in shaping
The Vital Force tnto a quality communication --

a forum where the TCC community can share
musings, art, and experience.

Liz is rich in spirit and integrity and I will miss
her input.

Submitted with love.

Linda Meyer, Oakland, CA

Vital Force Journal

hand that brings it to yoa. Everything we call a
lruth, a duty or s sorroro, believe me, that
angel's hand is there, the gift is there, snd the
wonder of an overshadowing prcsence. Our
joys, too: be not content with them as joys.

They, too, conceal divine gifts. Life is full of
meaning and purpose. So full of Beauty
beneath its covering that you will Jind earth but
cloaks your heaven. Coarage then to claim it
that is aIL But courage you have; and the
knowledge we are pilgrims together, wending
through unknown country home.

And so I greet yoa. Not quite as the world
sends greetings, but with profound esteem, and
with the hope thatfor you, nont andforever, the
day breaks snd the shadowsflee away.

FRA GIOVANNI,letter to afriend, I5I3

REFLECTIONS

To hear of Liz Salada's resignation as Editor of
The Vital Force lat the conferencel and the
silence that followed that announcement was
saddest of all. Liz has done a magnificent job

for many years creating a very readable,
sensitive, balanced journal from the bits and
pieces that are submitted.

I hope in the future to see this major change in
our TCC family addressed with thanks and
appreciation. I want to thank Liz deeply for the
wonderful, caring, creative job she has
performed.

Barbara Riley, Orinda, CA
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READERS COMMENTARY

Dear Vital Force'.

I want to express my thanks and admiration to

Liz Salada, Lois Mahaney, and Roberta Taggat

for the great amount of work they do in putting

out The Vital Force. We tend to take it for

granted, but it means so much to the TCC

family. It has been done wisely and tastefully,

even during the difficult times that have just

ended.

It can be greatly helped if teachers will consider

to send fetters wit their experiences to The Vital

Force, which passes them on to other teachers.

This is the heart of TCC ! Thank You.

Justin

At conference it was announced that Phyllis

Hoyt (breast cancer) and Bud Kilmon (Lou

Gerig's disease) had recently died. We honor

the memory of these friends on behalf of the T'ai

Chi Chih community.

In lUemory of

Phyllis Hoyt

of
Tascon, AZ

and

Bud Kilmon
of

Owings, MD

CONFERENCE IMPRESSIONS

Looking back I recall timeless moments ...
flowing together in TCC practice with only the

heavenly sound ofJoel's harp.

Moving together as One in the candlelit circle,
rededicating ourselves to our practice and
teaching of TCC ... being with Justin, honoring
the privilege of leaming from him
reconnecting with old friends, making new ones.

Looking in each other's eyes and singing "Do
you know how much your love means? ...
deepening my understanding of TCC.

Visioning the bright future of TCC ... gracefully

concluding with silent TCC practice before
heading home with a full heart! With love,

Being
Lisbeth Carlisle,

Albuquerque, NM

Some comments on the conference... The TCC

conference this year was so informative...Staying
focused on TCC gave me a chance to refine
moves. Jing is a powerful addition to the
practice, and seems so natural after completing a
TCC practice when the Chi is really flowing. Of
course, it is always so very special to see other
teachers, exchange ideas, and have ajoyous time
together.

Rhonda St. Martin, Albuquerque, NM

l lVital Force Journal September 1997
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These reflections begin with my sincerest thanks
to Timothy for his superb effortless-effort to
plan, host and execute the 1997 Conference so
well. His serenity and centeredness set the pace

to make everyone feel welcomed, and harmony
continued to flow as our time together unfolded.
It was so good to laugh and enjoy the talent
show, balanced with the graceful conclusion of
the harp concert. How blest we are to have the
presence of Justin and Ed leading our TCC
practices to help refine and deepen the
transforming gift of what TCC is all about.

I feel personally blest to be in the presence of so
many sincere and dedicated teachers who are
such fine examples to me of their emerging
spiritual selves. May our connections continue
as we enter our daily practices, being united in
CHI. Sending love and blessings to each of you,

and also to those who were not able to attend the
Conference for whatever reason.

Sr. A. Cooper, osf, North Plainfield, NJ

"This roaring flame up the spine to the top of my
head..." Since I am recovering form recent brain
surgery I was intrigued with Justin's remarks
about placing chi into some areas of the body, to
promote good health. When we practiced

mentally pushing the flowing chi into the

marrow of our bones, coming up the body and
through the top ofour heads, a healing sensation
was most welcome.

The day after the conference ended I met with

my neurosurgeon in Los Angeles. He was

intrigued with the pulsing shaking energy in the
forward movement of my right hand. There was

no explanation for how this energy sea, T'ai Chi
Chih, could have effected my right side after

surgery in the left side of rny brain!
Anne Doering, Albuquerque, NM

The theme for the conference could have been
softness and continuity. The weekend flowed
softly, with an emphasis on the soul of T'ai Chi
Chih the movements. The continuity was
expressed in the present and future plans for the
expansion of the T'ai Chi Chih community,
through development of new areds within the
U.S., in other countries, and on the World Wide
Web. Thanks to Timothy for his own softness
and continuity. It helped us all to move
effortlessly through the weekend to a graceful

conclusion.

Edie Budney, Upper Montclair, NJ

Justin - Iights up my life
Room -- adjusted

Timothy -- my hero
Negative Thoughts - letting go

Cafeteria - WOW!!
Time -- Not enough

Ms Clown & Friend - Smiles that last
Pat H. -- All thut I can have as a teucher and o

friend
Joel & Harp -- An Angel on Eurth

Ed -- Ik learn, |l/e love.
Old Friends, New Friends - Expanded Mind

and Heart
Carmen -- "Jo!" in my heart!

Dearest Liz (In Spirit) - If nothing changes,
nothing changes.

Virginia Lee Cepeda, Dublin, CA

Heartfelt gatitude and thanks to Timothy for a
job excellently done! Bravo! The HARP music
was beyond heavenly (sigh). I was floating in
the clouds... Terry, your contribution to the
"talent show" was superb... See everyone on the
"World Wide Web"!!!

Marianne Merritt, Galt, CA

The Vital Force t2 September 1997
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The 1997 T'ai Chi Chih Teacher's Conference

offered many oppornrnities to renew old

friendships and make new friends. The energy

generated by T'ai chi chih was the impetus to

encourage all of the participants to evolve in

their practice. The time spent to review and to

practice the philosophy and form of T'ai Chi

Chih was definitely the most important part of

the conference.

Host teachers of TCC Teacher's Training

Accreditation classes imparted lots of

worthwhile information to encourage other TCC

teachers to be host teachers. Host teachers also

extended an ongoing invitation to contact them if

fuither information is needed. Inherent wisdom

imparted by Justin is invaluable.

R. Montes de Oca, Albuquerque' NM

From quarter inch refinements to infinity-that

was the scope of the conference. It was like

Timothy had been saving up prajna for the

occasion. We were surrounded by Chi, flowers,

lovely days, birds and fountains, not to forget the

Supreme Ultimate.

Kathy Grassel, Albuquerque' NM

Thanks so much to Tim and Pam and all the

others who put together such an effortless

conference--although I'm sure it actually took

quite a bit of effort. And thanks to Ed for his

clear, calm leadership. And thanks to all the

concentration and focus of everyone attending. I

feel my movements make more sense now as I

work on embodying the principles Ed pointed

out. A very clean, solid renewal. I feel a lot of

gratitude. And of course much of the gratitude is

for and to Justin. Thank you.

Amy Hackenberg, Evanston, IL

The Vital Force 13

Some comments on the conference . . . The TCC

conference this year was so informative
Staying focused on TCC gave me a chance to

refine moves.

Jing is a powerful addition to the practice, and

seems so natural after completing a TCC practice

when the Chi is really flowing.

Of course, it is always so very special to see

other teachers, exchange ideas, and have a
joyous time together.

Pat Huseby, Danville' CA

Gratitude,

Ecstasy

And

Transformation

This year's conference was enriching and

energizing for me. My appreciation to Timothy

for his organization and heartfelt comments, to

Ed for guidance and leadership and to Justin for

sharing the gift of TCC.

It's wonderful to meet and share with other

teachers old and new, but for me there was a

void left by the absence of Steve and Lia Ridley.

Since there was no acknowledgment of them at

the conference, I now extend by personal

recognition and thanks for their past involvement

and contributions: to Steve for the years of

guidance, by his example and teaching, toward a

greater spiritual expansions and to Lia for her

open hearted warmth and humor. My best

wishes on life's continuing journey.

Finally to all ofyou present at the conference, as

we said in the circles, I truly appreciate your

being there!

Linda Meyer, Oakland' CA

September 1997
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One is never separate from the chi. It is in 4[! of

us regardless of how long ago we began,

enriching our supply through T'ai Chi Chih

practice. Once part of this family--we are never

separate. chi is stronger than blood. It is our

power source. We may retreat, evolve with and

through the chi, yet we are never separate, or

separated for that essence that supports us. We

are one family.

C. McLain-Horpendahl, Fargo' ND

This is my 2nd conference and I've vowed not to

miss any since becoming a teacher last year.

Timothy did an excellent job at furding a site,

dorm rooms and all the organization. My heart

felt thanks goes out to him, for without his help I

would not have been able to come. Ed embodies

TEH as he teaches Seijaku and TCC and is a

wonderful teacher with an infectious smile. The

loving support of all the TCC teachers is a

feeling impossible to put into words. I am tntly

blessed to be one of the sparks of light with the

oppornrnity to bring peace to the world. With

love and light,
Deborah MaY' Tijeras, NM

As a newly accredited teacher I can see that this

may have been one of the most important things

I have done this year. I've learned a lot about

deepening my practice and have renewed

confidence in my form. The sessions are

marvelous, but also time times in between are

wonderful for making and renewing connections.

Thanks for a terrific job of organizing and see

you all next year! I keep thinking of one

experience after another of times that my heart

and eyes were opened and re-opened. What a

way to spend the weekend!

Carrie Kinsey, Concord, CA

The Vital Force 14

As I sit waiting for the talent show to start I feel

calm -- at peace. The emphasis on this

conference has been T'ai Chi Chih. Ed has led

several discussions centering of the principles of

movement and Justin has introduced a system of

Chi enhancement called ./ing. We have had

silent practice twice per day. Peace and joy

reign here.

Thanks to Tim for organizing the conference,

everybody for attending/sharing and to Justin for

bringing TCC to us all.
Unsigned

The T'ai Chi Chih convention has been a most

wonderful experience, meeting wonderful

people, sharing (through the heart) and being in

communion with one another, where there is no

barrier or generation gap. I had the pleasure of

meeting 3 generations of one family teaching

TCC.

Also just as impressive is the fact of people

traveling great distances to come together. Yes,

the "Chi" is most powerful.

The most moving and joyful part of the 1997

T'ai Chi Chih Teachers' Conference was when

Terry Jennings led us singing "Do you know

what loves means?" facing Justin. lle are all so

very grateful to you, Justin!

Noel Altman, San Rafael' CA

The T'ai Chi Chih conference has been a most

wonderful experience, meeting wonderful
people, sharing (through the heart) and being in

communion with one another, where there is no

barrier or generation gap. I had the pleasure of

meeting 3 generations of one family teaching

TCC. (see picture on page 40).

Paula Favorito, New Milford, NJ

September 1997
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Since I was the person who outwardly posed the

question regarding "two TCCS" at the San Diego

conference (Summer 1996), I'd like to say that I

feel like the question is answered now' On

reading and rereading Justin's and Steve's

responses, I can see that there are and were two

views - one more or less static and the other

evolving and changing. It becomes easier to see

now why it was difficult for Justin and Steve to

see eye to eye and, although the outcome has

been hard for many of us to accept, it appears

that both of these men will continue to shine in

the independent directions they are now taking.

I wish each of them nothing but the best.

Leslie Johnson Leech, San Diego' CA

It was so good to see old friends . '. Steve and

Lia were sadly missed. I know we have more

ahead as with all things in our lives. Move

ahead as Steve, Lia, Liz Salada and others are,

making changes in their lives. We all know the

essence of T'ai Chi Chih will carry us where we

need to go. Thank you TimothY.

Jean Horton, Grand Junction, CO

Although I have been an active TCC teacher

since June l, 1996, this July marked my first

Teacher's Conference, and after this wonderful

experience it definitely won't be my last.

Meeting incredible "new" friends and re-meeting

dear "old" friends made it feel like homecoming.

The atmosphere was concunently electric,

serene, loving and fun. Many thanks to

Timothy, Pam, Ed and Noel, Justin, Carmen,

Sister Antonia and everyone else who

contributed their time, effiorts and love to this

most successful endeavor. I am looking forward

to next year in Albuquerque. With Love,

Kristina Newcomer, Whittier' CA

The conference where I cleaned up "my act."

(transformation). Timothy' s guiding, firm focus

shepherding us onward great food choices and

h"ppy, community meals outside on the

verandah. Beautiful campus.

Meaningful connecting through the clockwork

circles. Sore feet, calf muscles soaked and

massaged at days end. Friends, teachers missed,

who could not come, present, remembered in the

movement. Exhilaration of the jing from Justin

(ecstasy).
Mark MotoneY, St. Louis, MO

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEXT TIME . . .

To me TCC was over done. It was like having

too much of a good thing, after a while it

becomes its opposite.

Would appreciate "seated TCC" -- actual demo.

Not enough time to have lunch, buy TCC

materials and rest.

Accommodations -- Rooms - too far from

meeting hall.

Outside practice, please! Seated meditation after

TCC practice, led by Justin.

Sales rooms/VFJ table - located too far away.

Friday Introduction Session - 12 to 15 people

come to the front and stand in a row facing the

audience, brief introduction.

Rededication Ceremony add a verbal

commitrnent which each person could say as

they light their candle. I liked it better when we

were in concentric circles.

All teachers need feedback on their form-

[However,] corections during [silent] practice

[detracts from] everyone's focus, puts people on

their guard, and diminishes joy. Break into

small groups for corrections by Ed, Pam, Justin-

The Vital Force l 5 September 1997
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I2th Annual T'ai Chi Chih Teachers' Conference

As we show gratitude to and for all living things, our lives are transformed

and we constantly experience our naturul state of pure ecstasy!

Ed and Justin take a break during

Conference to chat with Vic Berg,

and daughter Chelsey

Ed, Justin, Sr. Antohia
Talk about Teacher Trainings
and TCC East Coast Expansion

Tillotson shows TCC World Wide Web Site on
laptop computer to Justin and other attendees

l 6

Conference

Theme

GRatitude

Ecstasy

And

Transformation

Justin teaches the'Jing'
tchi enhancement'

technique

September 1997Vital Force Journal
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Conference Host, Tim Stuetz
and Pam Towne (not pictured)

ran the conference smoothlv

'$miling For The Camera

Appointed head, Ed Altman, shares stage with

TCC Originator, Justin Stone

Vital Force Joumal

Christina Minelli (Italy) Carolyn Hales Perkins (England)

and Anne Marie Ritchie (France) TCC are instructors

who teach T'ai Chi Chih abroad as well as stateside

Jean Katus, Publisher
Good Karma Publishing, Inc.

September 1997l 7
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Talent presentations were Funny, Inspiring, Thought'Provoking, and Celebratory

AU
Other

AgendasDarrel Astin humorously entertains

with "Energy Disorders" skit

Conference
Theme

GRatitude

Ecstasy

And

Transformation

Deborah May

sings gospel

Vital Force

Talent Night Concert with Joel Andrews

His meditation brought forth the music.

Journal l8

Evaporate
In this tire

OfPure
Love

Sr. Alice Holden reads
'Diamond' PoetrY

September 1997

T'ai Chi Chih

ParticiPants
Sharing our

Essence,

Change!
Meaning
Elfortless

TRANSdORMATION!
T'ai Chi Chih's

Clowning Around

H arpist Extraordinaire
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Mark Moloney reads his
poem, Hommage a Mompou

Hommage a Mompou

Mark Moloney, Maplewood, MO

The last of the great bells peals through country air
heralding a passagefrom death to birth, apple happy
and free offear, the laborers lurn once again lo their
toils and smile at the impatience of the young.

Blood of sisterc and brothers inigated these hills and

fields where dusty feet sprang up andfollowed paths

away from harm Echoes of plain chanl sculpted by
intemals of no sound at all, created a silent music in
which lo hear so clearly that which could not be spoken
-for which there were no words.

Away in safety on a street by a river afierfading chimes

from the cathedral were embedded in the noctural
tapestry, gravity relurns all to stillness. The stree"
cleanerc with their long brooms provide only a
temporury counterpoint to the hush.

Do you know hov, much your love means? Do you know how many hearts you've lified?

Do you know yoar love is healing? Such a wonderful feeling!

Terri Jennings leads Sufi song Conference participants gather around Justin to sing Sufi verse

Vital Force Journal l 9 September 1997
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1998 ANNUAL T'AI CHI CHIH
TEACHERS' CONFERENCE

Next year's conference will be in Albuquerque,
NM. We look forward to being your Hosts!
Look for detailed information, including dates
and registrations forms, with your next Vital
Force.

Rhonda St. Martin
1998 Conference Coordinator

SEIJAKU

Seijaku is an additional level of instruction
which is offered to actively-participating
students who have a firm understanding of T'ai
Chi Chih movements and practice. Seijaku
incorporates certain new principles into the T'ai
Chi Chih movements. It is a way for serious
T'ai Chi Chih students to deepen and extend
their practice. It is exceptionally stimulating to
the flow ofChi, causing a great deal ofheat and
other energy to pour through the body.

ZF,/, Summer 1987

A bird in a secluded grove sings like aflale.
lAilbws sway gracefully with their golden threads.
The mountain valley grows the quieter as the cloutls

return-
A breeze brings along thefragrance ofthe apricot

flowerc.
For awhole day I have sat here encompassed by

Peace
Till my mind is cleansed in and out of all cares and

idle thoughts.
I vtish to tell you how I feel, but words fail me.
If you come to this grove, we con cornparc notes.

Fa-yen Wen-I (885 - 958),
Founder ofthe House ofFa-yen

(From The Golden Aee of Zen by John C, H. Wu,
pg. 179).

SEIJAKU ACCREDITATION COURSES

November l4th, lsth, 16th, 1997
Albuquerque, NM

Host, Vic Berg, states, "This will prohably be
Justin's last time to conduct a Seijaku
Accreditation " And Justin himself writes, 'flrf

will be giving a Seijaku Teachers' Accreditation
Course (for Teachers only) in Albuquerque in
November. Tltose teachers who sre interested
in taking it should contact Victor Berg at 13224
Agnes Court N.E., Alhuqaerqae, NM 87112. It
will begin late Friday afternoon [5:30 p.m] and

Jinish early Sunday afternoon (3:00 p.m.)."

Location: The course will be at the Radisson
lnn Airport hotel. The hotel has it's own free
shuttle service. To use the shuttle, call the
Raddison using complimentary phones near both
the ticket counters and baggage claim or dial
direct: 247-0512. Hotel rooms: Single
$62lnight or double: $32.50/night. Contact
information in Events Calendar on page 21.

Course Fee: The fee for the accreditation
course is $300 for students and $20 for auditors.
An auditor is someone who has already been
accredited as a Seijaku instructor. The fee must
be received no later than November 7'h . Make
checks payable to the T'ai Chi Chih Association.

May 29thr 30th, and 3l't, 1998
Melbourne, KY

Ed Altman has agreed to come to Kentucky
again to do a 3-day Seijaku Accreditation next
year. The dates are May 29h,30'h, and 31".
"Location will be at the Moye Spiritual Center in
Melbourne, KY," writes Marlene Brown, host
teacher. For contact information, see Events
Calendar on page 21. More details nnext VFJ.

Vital Force Journal 20 June 1997
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TCC ACCREDITATIONS SEIJAKU CERT. & OTHERTCCEVENTS

TCC Teacher Training

Location: Denver. CO

Contact: Margaret Manzanares

l3l5A Bear Mountain Dr.

Boulder. CO 80303-6235

Ph. 303/494-5800

Space Remaining

Teacher Training Fee: $ 380.00

Apr. TCC Teacher Training

20 Location: lndianaPolis, IN

thru Contact: Sr. Patty Campbell, O.S.F.

25, 17442 St. Mary's Road

1998 Batesville. IN 47006
Ph: 812/933-0870 (h)

8121934-2475 (w\

Teacher Training Fee: $ 450.00

Deadline: April 6' 1998

TCC Teacher Training

Location: St. Paul' MN

Contact: Rita Foster

2005 - 2nd Avenue, S.

Minneapolis, MN 55404-2602

Phr 6121872-8624
Teacher Training Fee: s 4s0.00

Note: If you are hosting a TCC

teacher training retreat, or other

TCC event in your area with Ed

Altman and/or Justin Stone, please

let us know so that it can be

included in this Events Calendar.

Be sure to include dates),

deadlines, deposit, fees,

phone/Fax number(s), and address

of person to contact.

Meditation Retreat with Justin Stone

Location: Dominican Retreat House

Albuquerque, NM

Contact: Rae Miller
201 Roeh Road, Limit: 35

Albuquerque, NM
Ph.505i897-rs05
Deposit: $50; Total Cost: $147.50

(full-waiting list only)

Nov. Seijaku Accreditation Course
14 (for Teachers only) with Justin Stone

thru Location: Raddison Hotel
16' Albuquerque, NM

1997 Contact: Vic Berg
13224 Agnes Court N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 871l2
Ph: 505 1293 -7885, Fax: 505/293-7 934
E-mail: vic_berg@msn.com
Fee: $300.00 Auditors: $ 20.00

May Seijaku Accreditation Course

29 with Ed Altman

thru Location: Moye Spiritual Life Ctr.

31, Melbourne, KY

1998 Contact: Marlene Brown
653 Cranford Drive
Cincinatti. OH 94540
Ph:513/742-1866
Accreditation Fee: $ 300.00

Auditing Teachers: $ 20.00

Event Hosts Submittine Articles

Hosts for TCC events, please send in

your write-ups to VFJ as soon as
possible after your event occurs. You

may include photos (if taken) and

names of individuals (if known). poetry,

studentVauditing teachers remarks, and

art work may also be submitted.

Thanks! VFJ Staff

Oct.
13

thru
l8 '

1997

Oct.

10

thru

12,

1997

June
I

thru
6,

1998

WINTER ZFISUBMISSION DEADLINE: OCTOBER 25th

NEW SUBMISSIONS INFORMATION ON PAGE 5 AND PAGE 39

WINTER MAILING: DECEMBER 6th AT LOIS MAHANEY'S IN SAN LORENZO, CA

Vital Force Journal 21 September 1997
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A year ago the organization where I worked had

a seemingly impossible situation which has since

been resolved. The coincidence did not occur to

me until I put it into words at the Friday night

small group session Friday, July 25, at the

conference. The turnaround began shortly after I

began to hold TCC classps on the premises last

October.

The agency I direct educates men to become

non-violent partners and parents. The great

amounts ofsadness, anger and isolation absorbed

by these walls could only benefit, I thought,

from the balancing infusion of some positive

energy. I basically believed that it couldn't hurt

to try it.

Change did occur as a result of the regular

practice of TCC once a week in the same room

where the men have their classes. Not only was

there suddenly a noticeable lightness in the

environment, but old wounds of in-fighting

healed, staff morale increased, new classes were

added on and the agency began to experience

financial stability for the first time in years. That

was three months ago and we're still growing,

volunteers are with us and anonymous donations

and grants are assuring our future survival.

I soon began to wonder about how this lovely

peace could be maintained and two messages

came to me. It became urgent that all our

volunteer co-educators, men and women'

commit to modeling exactly what it was that

they taught the men in regards to respectful

interaction and be willing to accept personal

growth. The protective concept was that every

Imagery created by Promotive Healing

TRANSFORMATION STORY

Mark Maloney, Maplewood, MO

volunteerandstaffperson needed to think of

him or herself as part of a team so as not to

become overwhelmed. I don't just mean

realizing the obvious teamwork with current

staff, but all the people both past and future who

have touched or will touch our clients' lives' In

this way, in the words of Susan B. Anthony,

"failure is impossible," and success does not

depend solely on our individual interventions'

What I would like to say about the

ffansformation is that I know I had prayed for it

to happen, and I was the channel for the change.

It is never all "done" for us. We have to know

how to steward the changes. If you have a

diffrcult work place situation and can find a way

to incorporate the practice of TCC, you may see

similar results.

God's blessing on Lois, Liz and Roberta who

have kept us connected so faithfully and God's

protection on all my sister and brother teachers

until next we see one another.

Do you suppose a caterPillar knows,

itsfuture lies in butterflies?

I MontY' M. Bach, 1977
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REWARDS OF PRACTICE

Bea Stasick, Albuquerque, NM

Thisnoteo fapprec ia t ion ,express inggra t i tudetoher teacherandfor theresu l ts rece ivedf romherTCC

f i".ti.., ,"", '.n.itt"n to Rae Miller (Albuquerque, NM) by her student, a woman in her mid- to late 70's'

Dear Rae: Since tomorrow is the first and encouragement in your classes ' I couldn't

u*iu.rrury of your first Tai Chi Chih class of have succeeded without the high degree of

which I was a member, I want to write a note to professionalism you bring to the art of TCC'

let you know that I've continued my practice on Sincerely'

u auity uurir. I've been richly rewarded with Bea Stasick, Albuquerque, NM

lower blood pressure and substantially more

energy 'so lw. ish to thankyouforyourpat ienceP 'S. I f ina l l ymastered the ta f f ies .

BENEFITS OF TCC

(Bernard) Buddy Jacobs, New York' NY

This note was written in Sr. Jeanne Clark's Journal Class. It is a recotlection of a ctass experience a student

in Sr. Antonia Cooper's (Mahwah, NJ) TCC class'

It's T'ai Chi Chih time and I head for the Grand

Ballroom that graces the Siena Center Mansion'

The chairs are in place surrounding the area of

our standing exercises.

I take a seat to remove my shoes and socks' The

stiffness in my body is reminding me of the

benefits that exercise can bring to me'

The lesson has started and the Instructor's arms

are circling for the fingers to point to the sky and

then to the ground. Plant your feet to the ground

- voll are anchored to 6 feet below the earth!

Your hands face each other - close to each other

- but not touching. They are praying at your

chest. You bring them forward in hip bending

bow. Never bow from the head, back or neck'

Take a calming breath. Do the exercise 9 times

to the Ieft - 9 times to the right. Next exercise -

12 right, 12left, forward and back in a rocking

motion, etc., etc. etc' and on and on for an

hour! ! !

Then back to my chair, loosened up by my

movements that translated to a Vital Force and

now - I put my shoes and socks on EASILY!
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. In June we planned a trip to Albuquerque'

NM. For sometime we had wanted to visit the

Tai Chi Chih Center. The first event on our

itinerary was to participate in the teachers

practice at the Tai Chi Chih Center. Prior to our

visit, arrangements were made for us to join the

Tuesday moming practice circle' When we

arrived the practice was already in session.

Connie Hyde greeted us warmly and found a

place for us in the circle. Justin Stone was

directly across from us and Carmen Brocklehurst

was to his right, what a pleasant surprise. If we

created a disturbance by our late arrival, it was

not apparent. The air was full ofjoy and energy.

During practice Justin made comments on how

to improve the movements in order to create a

better flow of chi.

Justin set aside time to demonstrate each

movement, impressing the importance on

keeping the movements pure. FIe reminded us

that T'ai Chi Chih is to be done softly, without

effort, as if swimming through heavy air. This

AN OVERWHELMING EXPERIENCE

Louis and Joyce DeGidio, Chanhassen, Minnesota

When chiflov's smoothly

you are healthy.

llhen sen (shen) is clear

you are happy

when nothing haPPens!

Taken from the adaPted version of:

Essential Principlesfor Praaicing T'ai Chi Ch'uan,
by W. S. Wu (1812 - 1880)

was the learning experience we were hoping for.

We felt it a privilege to visit the Center and a

special honor to have had this time with Justin.

Carmen, who was so very gracious, spent a great

deal of time with us, in spite of her busy

schedule. She invited us to visit the Center at

any time as it is open to all interested students

and teachers. Thank you for sharing the NEI

KLING meditation with us. It has been of great

benefit. The Center is a great resource for

information.

We were invited to join Connie's evening class'

which we found very impressive. We are very

grateful for the genuine hospitality and the

incredible joy in sharing Tai Chi Chih with us'

This was an overwhelming experience. We want

to extend our appreciation to all the teachers for

sharing their experiences with us. This has

deepened our commitment to T'ai Chi Chih.
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The Joy we felt at the 1997 Conference in Orange
County was tangible. Was it just happy people that

came together or was it Tai Chi Chih that allowed us
to magnifu the joy that is in each one of us? We were

there for T'ai Chi Chih, we did T'ai Chi Chih, lots of

T'ai Chi Chih. It was the total experience that Justin

relates that happens at a T'ai Chi Chih Teacher's

Training course when we ask the teacher how to do a

certain movement and he or she shows us and says,

"There did you get it?" And we say, "Yes!" And he or

she says, "Good, let's do it again." And we did T'ai

Chi Chih again and again, and each time our hearts

sang. At first the song was in a quiet, gentle voice,

but like the swelling of the sound in the Seijaku

toning, the song grew, in power. The power was

beautiful, the kind that is capable of creating
unrverses.

It was easy to see peoples responses, our hearts
became closer and closer. Our meal times were full of
love and sharing. It was great to be with each one,

JOY TO YOU AND ME!
Carmen Brocklehurst, Albuquerque, NM

MY FIRST CONFERENCE
John Armitage, Albuquerque, NM

everyone seemed to fit. It was as Justin says, "Do T'ai
Chi Chih and see what happens."

What happened were treats we couldn't have
imagined. We leamed the Jing from Justin, which
taught us that we have the power of the universe
within. It is meant for good. Gwen Yee sang a
beautifut, spiritual song about the Jing. Our hearts
were full and overflowing, some eyes were the same.

When the Conference was finished we all went home.
But we found that it was not over. Justin's great gift
of T'ai Chi Chih and the Jing are with us, Ed's
sincere leadership guides us, each Teacher's loving
participation is a treasure, and Tim's generous giving
that made the Conference possible. All [of this has]
opened a new road for us; one that has had many
crooks and tums taken out of it; one that has the joy of
T'ai Chi Chih. Thank you to all for a Joyous
Conference!

Love and Share the Chi!

Like many of you, I did not originally plan on
attending this year's conference. However, after the

last day of my teacher's training, Ed Altman casually
said, "I'll see you next at the conference". It struck
me that $ I, too, can be i part ofthe conference.

The incredible amount of energy that was generated

by the first group practice was a wonderful feeling. I

had never practiced in such a large group before. The

Candlelight Ceremony conducted by Sr. Antonia

Cooper made me feel unconditionally accepted into

the T'ai chi chih family.

I was strongly impressed by my fellow teacher's
openness and willingness to share their teaching as
well as life experiences.

Special thanks to:
r Ed Altman for his patience and clear

presentation of technique refi nements.
r Justin Stone for his continued caring and

sharing.
r Timothy Stuetz for his efforts in making our

conference effortless for us.
r The Talent Show participants who made me

laugh, cry, and reflect.

All of the attending teachers for sharing your love
with everyone. Justin has often said that he can't
understand why any teacher would not attend
conference, After my experiences, I couldn't agree
more. This was too good to pass up for ANY reason.
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MY T'AI CHI CHIHJOURNEY

Gwen Yee, Salinas' CA

I started to leam T'ai Chi Chih in 1977 in my

own town from Katherine S. When Mr. Reggie

K. asked my mother to teach him the Chinese

style of T'ai Chi, I suggested he go to leam T'ai

Chi Chih from Arabella J. with me in the same

class. After he [became accredited] to be a

teacher, he gave me a a reference to get into

Susan P.'s class in San diego in 1993. Since then,

I have changed to teach and share the very good

American style T'ai Chi Chih in the community.

This summer is the first time I joined the

conference. Because I am a slow learner, I gave

almost every minute I had to receive the

information on movement. The schedule was

perfect to have more time for practice. I was

Iucky to have some of my movements corrected

by Mr. Stone, Mr. And Mrs. Ed A., Carmen B',

The last TCC Teachers' Conference that took

place this July at Orange, CA was a very well

organized from the beginning to the end, You

could guess that Timothy spent a great deal of

time to prepare such an event. Thanks!

The Candelight [Rededication] Ceremony on

Friday night conducted by Sister Antonia Cooper

ws very dear to me. Until the age of seventeen I

attended a Catholic School run by nuns. Those

were the times when Spain was under the

dictatorship of General Franco. My experience

there was not always a happy one. To meet

someone like Sister Antonia has an especial

healing affect on me in a time of my life when I

seem to be trying to heal my past. Also, on that

same note, it was very interesting and great fun to

talk over breakfast with Alice Holden, another

T'AI CHI CHIH CONFERENCE IMPRESSIONS

Rosa Santamaria Fallon, Pittsburg' CA

Corine R., Pam T., Sandy McAlister, Barbara R',

Jim L., Jean K., Margaret M., Theda G., and

Patricia H. I leamed much about "Ching"

movement and philosophy of emptiness and

fullness from Mr. Stone's lecture.

In the harp concert by Joel A., the melody and

solo were so healing to my soul. It filled in the

spot I have been missing in the past thirty years in

my mind. I suddenly felt relieved at that moment

that I am not missing home any more because the

home is in the inside of my heart. America's

freedom and wealth will continue to decorate my

home inside of me. t enjoyed everyone's

kindness and friendship. A special thank you to

Timothy S. and all of those who helped make the

conference a success.

very especial nun. Such a wonderful healing

energy going around at that gathering.

At the talent show I enjoyed a poem by Mark

Moloney dedicated to Federic Mompou and my

city of birth, Barcelona. And then, when I met

with him I even got to sing in catalan, my

maternal language. TCC conferences hold all

sorts of surprises. My most especial moment was

Sunday when for a brief period of time I got to be

alone with Justin [Stone] at the meeting room

while he was playing the piano. What a delight!

My overall experience this year was that TCC is

experiencing a new beginning. It's renewing its

self. My concern is that TCC could become too

organized, too structured. I hope TCC will keep

the beginner's mind.
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Xavier Center, a catholic retreat house in Morristown,

NJ was the location of the second annual TCC Retreat

sponsored by the Center. (This was held only two

weeks after Justin [Stone] and Carmen [Brocklehurst]
gifted the space with their energy. Seventeen women

attended the six day retreat, coming from a variety of

experiences: mothers. grandmothers and professional

women ... all deeply serious about their spiritual

journey - l0 were women religious. They easily sank

into the movements, coming from their center, being

grounded in the movements. Moming and Evening

Prayer, meditation, evening gatherings were optional

offerings, which to my surprise, were attended by all.

EVENIS PEEDDfrlU

T'AI CHI CHIH RETREAT
Sr. Antonia Cooper, osf, Mahwah, NJ

REFLECTIONS ON THE TCC RETREAT
Tina O'Connell-Duggan, Retreat Participant

Sitt ingquietly....
within our midst an abundant bouquet;

holly and day lilies,
a yin and yang of seasons.
lle too, separute, yet onq

and all we have . . . . is now.

Above a simple clam shell, a wand of
incense releases its fragrance,

andfor each of us.. . . a memory.
My small candle takes its lightfrom

lhe source, and completes ourflickering circle

Praying with oar bodies,
sensing lhe easy rhythm,
honor lhe sacred within;

best i l l . . .best i l l .

Long daysfrom novt to be
renewed with the first gentle movenunts.

I think we shall notforget. . . .
this time of spirit nurtaring.

Your gift that we should know ourselves
morefully, and be. .. . ... peace.

The main focus was TCC with 12 hours of class time
- 3 hours over 4 days. By the final silent practice, all

were amazed and delighted in the felt flow of CHI as

the 18 individuals moved as one in the rhythm of

yin/yang while arms flowed effortlessly (to one degree

or another) in circular patterns. They practiced in

small groups during the free time without my

encouragement to do so and observed Justin's Video

and Carmen's Video and their Interview Video.

I would be glad to send [a retreat] outline to anyone

who may be interested - please send a self-adressed

stamped envelope.
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TEACHER TRAINING: MAY I9.h - MAY 24'h,1997 IN ST. LOUIS, MO

Kathy Vieth, St. Louis, MO

A new force is emerging in the Midwest. The

St. Louis, MO. The T'ai Chi Chih teachers

accreditation course took place May 19-24 at the

Mercy Center. There were 9 candidates

accredited which now boosts St. Louis up to I

accredited teachers. The most unusual thing to

report about the training is that all the candidates

live in St. Louis and were all sponsored by the

same hosting teacher. We expected a few out of

town participants, but, in the end, they did not

make it.

The new teachers were eagerly planning their

deeper descent into the St. Louis area with lots

of creative ideas. Their excitement was

contagious. It seems as though there will be a lot

of team effort and togetherness shared. A

cofirmon idea here is that of abundance and

wanting to spread the T'ai Chi Chih

consciousness to the people.

There were two auditing teachers who were able

to make much of the training and they made a

great positive impact on the teacher candidates in

training. The auditing teachers are very

important for the students in training, They lend

insight and support to the trainer, now Ed

Altman, and to the hosting teacher as well as to

the participants.

Hats off and congratulations to the new St. Louis

teachers and much thanks to Ed Altman for a

greatjob.

9 newly accredited teachers from the St. Louis., MO area pose with Teacher Trainer,

Ed Altman, and wife, Noel (Back Row, Middle) at completion of Teachers Training
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A TEACHER TRAINING DIARY: THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY

Sher Dano, Camarillo, CA

Teacher's Accreditation. June 23'd - June 26 ,
1997, led by my own personal teacher, Pam

Towne, in her home in Camarillo, CA.

Monday nisht: Met a couple of other lady

teacher aspirants. The other two with whom I

had taken the teacher's prep were there also,

making five altogether. All yin, no yang, but a

nice intimate group anyway! Pam explained

how the week was going to progress, with

Corine Reeber and Ed and Noel Altman joining

us later. This is going to be great, just like I had

been told!

Tuesdav Morning: T'ai Chi Chih practice with

some refinement. (Why wasn't my body

cooperating?!) Afternoon on our own to do our

homework. . . rereading certain parts of the T'ai

Chi Chih manual. Evening, Corine joins us with

more teaching from Pam. The evening ends

with another T'ai Chi Chih practice. (Why do I

feel like I've never done this before?!) O.K. so

far.

Wednesdav: Met for lunch with the two out-of-

towners, Joanne Jaramillo of Whittier, CA and

Mary Taylor of Stillwater, MN. What super

friends I hdve made! During the day, a little

more. reading. Evening. Pam Gives a

Presentation Demonstration, then more T'ai Chi

Chih refinements with Corine pointing out things

I had never noticed before. (Why wasn't my

brain engaged?! I know this stuff, this isn't

anything new.)

Thursdav: All day is concentrated on

PRESENTATION! Then evening, I got my

wish to go first, but proceeded to blow it! My

fellow teacher prep students, Barbara

Kronewifter and Linda Williams did outstanding

jobs! T'ai Chi Chih practice followed with,
guess what? More refinements! (Whatever gave

me the idea that I could be a T'ai Chi Chih
teacher? Who Did I think I was, anyway? This

thing is much deeper, more intense, more
greater, more spiritual ..... I'm calling Pam first

thing in the moming to apologize for

embarrassing and letting her down, and that I am

no longer pursuing teacher accreditation,

knowing I won't pass anyway.)

Friday: (NO, dogone it! I've worked too hard

and have come too far to quit now! I've cried it

all out, berated myself all night, so what do I

have left to lose?) Ed and Noel join us and I am
pleasantly surprised to learn that they aren't

strict disciplinarians wearing flowing robes.

Joanne and Mary give excellent presentations,

and then more sharing from Pam, Corine, Ed and

Noel. We finalize with T'ai Chi Chih. (Body,

brain and spirit just barely there.)

Saturdav: D-day! I un-invite my husband o

come for Accreditation unless he wants to be

there to console me in my agony.) The morning

is spent going over the business aspects of being

a TCC teacher. Lunch being a little late, my

husband and just-graduated-from-college son,
join us. We all get better acquainted and more
guests anive. When we all reconvene, dread is

weighing heavily in my heart . . . . just wanting

to get this over with. And while I ready my

camera, Pam announces with congratulations,
that there are five new T'ai Chi Chih teachers.

As I unbelievingly look at her, guess whose

name she call first ...... ?

Ecstatically yours, Sher Dano

Newlv accredited T'ai Chi Chih teacher
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On July 12, the 14 individuals who attended the

training became Accredited [TCC teachers at

Carmel Retreat in Mahwah, NJ]. It was so good

to have 12 area teachers come [audit] during the

week, with three staying full time. There are

now 44 [TCC] teachers between New York and

New Jersey!

My gratitude is extended to Ed for his fine

leadership in training these new teachers who

will continue to spread the CHI in these states.

The week was a tough one, requiring much

TEACHERTRAINING: JULYTth - JULY I2th,I997 IN MAHWAH,NJ

Host: Sr. Antonia Cooper, O.S.F., North Plainfield' NJ

work, but everyone rose to the occasion, taking

their responsibilities very seriously, so that the

retreat setting offered large and small group

practice and refinement during the day hours.

As the form evolved, insights were noticed (the

bowling ball I was carrying jtist became a

balloon!), the essence felt, as the form deepened'

Noel's demonstrations, explanation and input

was a nice balance to that which Ed imparted.

Many thanks to each of you!

NEWLY ACCREDITED T'AI CHI CHIH TEACHERS

@: Mary N, C. Stebbins, Neena Mitchell, Noel and Ed Altman, Eileen McDonnell, RSM John O'Connor

pt]ili&iir Shaion Sirkis, Rosemarie Hallenback, Margaret O'Connor, SC, Mary Johnson, Maureen Skelly' SC

EIg$_@: Bob Slone, John Bufiington, Arthur Aronson, Victor Viereck, Dan Pienciak
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AUDITING TEACHER WRITES WITH GRATITUDE
Ralph Garn, Syracuse, NY

Having just retumed from the July teacher's The weather was sunny and in the 80's, food was

accreditation in Mahwah, NJ, I want to extend better-than-average, and the walking

my appreciation for Sr. Antonia Cooper's grounds/hiking trails were used by many. Ed's

hosting and Ed A1tman's teaching skills and drawing of a human form with the 'below the

integrity as the (not so) newly appointed head of navel' emphasis and the 'empty head' Ieft a

T'ai Chi Chih. His maturity of practice and strong impression on me! Reminded me of the

presence were outstanding! . . . 
'headless horseman' tale . . . the horse doing the

'for the laborer is worthy of his hire' . . . work and the man (upper body without a head')
(Luke l0:7) just along for the ride.

This ploce in time. . .

Now of Being . . .
One small portion offorever. . .

Grasped temporarily in camero's shutter. ..

Knowing you will never be the same again . . .

One moment of Univercal Life.

GETTING STARTED TEACHING

John Buffington, Paarseppona, NJ

I have just been accredited in July at Carmel

Retreat in Mahwah. NJ as a TCC teacher. What

a wonderful week it was, many new friends,

much deeper understanding of TCC. One of my

new friends, an auditing teacher, Ralph Garn,

and I were doing some movements at a waterfall

we found in the forest and I've enclosed our

'From the state
of

Emptiness'
,fiy

Heart
,rry

Soul
is

Love

photograph (see below). I'm so excited about

teaching now! My fnst class will be at the

nursing home where my mom voluntarily

resides. My second class is going to be at my

local church and I'm splitting the income with

the church.

John Buffington and

Ralph Garn practice

TCC at July 1997

Teacher Training
in Mahwah, NJ
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STATESIDE: NEW JERSEY

During the conference Sr. Antonia and Edie

Budney were asked to share on the growth of

T'ai Chi Chih on the East Coast. Edie also

shared about the growth of T'ai Chi Chih in her

own family. Her father, John J. O'Connor, of

Garrison, NY, who is 83, was accredited to teach

at the Mahwah. NJ Teacher Accreditation Week

in July. John, who was introduced to TCC by

his daughter Edie, studied with Sr. Jean Rosario

in Newburgh, NY and practices regularly with

Justin's tape. He Enjoyed meeting Justin when

he was in NJ and learned to meditate with him.

John is an enthusiastic proponent of TCC and

has spread its benefits among many of his

friends and the people at the Adult Day Care

Center in Garrison where he is a volunteer two

days a week. He is looking forward to teaching.

Sr. Antonia Cooper, John O'Conor (Edie's Father)
and Edis Bidnie aat TCC Teacher Accreditation in

Majwah, NJ - July 1997

The East Coast community of T'ai Chi Chih

enthusiastically welcomed Justin Stone to New
jersey June 9s and lO'h. The two day gathering,

organized Sr. Antonia Cooper at the Xavier

Retreat Center in Convent Station, NJ was

devoted to meditation with Justin and an evening

talk on the Spirituality of TCC on Monday and a

half day of TCC refinement on Tuesday. Over

65 students and teachers attended the Monday

night talk. Many of the 50 people attending the
day time sessions took vacation days from their
jobs and drove up to 6 hours to be with Justin

and to delve more deeply into their TCC practice

and meditation. This was Justin's first visit to

the East Coast TCC community and it was a time

of renewal and increased vitality for the young

community. Carmen Brocklehurst traveled with

Justin and a few ofthe participants told her that

they had been introduced to TCC by her PBS
progam. Justin graciously autographed copies

of his book, Meditation for Heoling, and left

everyone hoping that he would return again

soon,

OHIO

Marlene Brown in Cincinnati OH writes: TCC
jobs are getting plentiful in Cincinnati and we

could sure use some teachers in the Dayton area.

Last week I got 3 calls for new classes. I'm glad

we now have so many accredited teachers. I
participated in a one week Wellness Retreat at

the Moye Center in KY teaching TCC each day

for 6 days. From l:30 - 2:30 p.m. It was a large
group - 52 from all over the U.S. and one from

Africa - most of them were sisters. (Look for

feature article in December VF"I)

Patricia Herbig in Cincinnati, OH requests help

in compiling data to substantiate the benefits of

T'ai Chi Chih. She would like to have articles

from publications, reports and letters with

supporting evidence from medical groups,

doctors nurses, dentists and social services. For

example, copies of reports citing x-rays or cat

scans stating that bones or teeth are stronger,

reports on the improvement of balance, lowering

of blood pressure, control of stress, development

and strengthening of muscles. Use your TCC

Teachers' Directory to contact her.
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CALIFORNIA

Pictured below photos submitted by Pat Huseby of

wheelchair bound and the other is almost totally blind.

Danville, CA of her senior students. One is

Pat says TCC adds so much JOY to their lives.

learning how to deal with life

through love and growth

learning how to deal with people

through love and growth

no hate orjudgment
working through things that arc

brought up
learning how to incorporate T'ai Chi Chih

into your lW

coming to a conclusion that

Jits you and your thoughts

knowing everyone will come to a dffirent

conclusion
accepting others
respecting others
not comparing
understanding that each one of us is our own and

we ore all at different poinls in life

we have all gone through challenging times

and we have all learned
no one person is more advanced or above

we all have our own gifts

no one desemes to be put down

Kathryn Christeen Curron, Fargo, ND

no one desemes to be disrespecled
we are all love beings
we all have spirits that are learning

and nnturing
we must all movefonoard
no matter how long we have been on

this learning plana

ute can accept, we can rcspect
we can love, why not love.
Il feels so good to see others smile.
lle are all one
ll/e all comefrom one
havefaith and move through hope
let thingsflow through the love spirit

don't let your patterns get in the way

of tw
relaxing is the key to healing
we are "perfect" or to a point of
OK-ness right now
one day we will wake up and
realize the ideal percon we have been
working tov'ards is us right now
Flow, relax, love, respect, learn.

T'ui Chi Chih

Wheelchair student does seated TCC This 93 year-old student is almost totally blind
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Dr. Tahir Bhatti, M. D. was awarded a grant to

study the effects of T'ai Chi Chih in chronic low

back pain by the University of California, San

Diego School of Medicine on September of

1996. The grant awarded was Ib9.&!!9yihip..11q
Explore Alternative Therapies in the UCSD

School of Medicine.

The classes for this research were conducted at

the Tai Chi Chih, Joy Thru Movement studio in

San Diego from January through June 1997 and

is currently being completed through the Chronic

Low Back Pain Research Program at the

University of California, San Diego Medical

Center and VA Medical Center. This is a joint

study sponsored by the Department of Psychiatry

and Deparfment of Orthopedics.

The principal objective for the study is to

examine the efficacy of TCC in reducing pain

and disability and improving mood in patients

with chronic low back pain using a randomly

assigned, controlled clinical trial. In this design

the one group which learned TCC is being

compared to a group who continued with their

routine medical care for their chronic low back

pain condition. Subjects filled out rating forms 3

times during the study to monitor for changes in

pain, mood, and disability.

It would have been ideal to teach all 20

movements of TCC; however, due to time

constraints for completion of this study, I I of

the 20 moves were taught in 6 week sessions.

THE EFFECTS OFTCC IN CHRONIC LOW BACK PAIN

Tahir Bhatti, M.D., San Diego' CA

This proposed study is potentially very important

because it utilizrd a rigorous scientific

methodology to study the efficacy of TCC as a

treatment fbr chronic lower back pain. This is

especially important in the context of a study

population that has costly, prevalent, and often

untreatable medical problems. Hopefully, it will

open the eyes of physicians who currently only

recommend a treatment if there is scientific

proof that it will be beneficial to their patients.

Dr. Bhatti is compiling all of the data and will

have a final result of the study later this year.

We are hoping it will be published thus helping

to educate those in the medical field on the many

possible benefits of regular T'ai Chi Chih

practice. This study may also open the door for

future research studies which will time and time

again prove (to those who need proof before

trying the movements), that TCC is extremely

beneficial in all areas of health and well.being.

We will keep you posted on the results.

Study Objective: To examine the efficacy of TCC in

reducing pain and disability and improving mood in

patients with chronic low back pain
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TAIWANESE EXCHANGE STUDENTS LEARN TCC

From: Dublin News, Taiwanese Take To T'ai Chi, Staff photos by Ray Chavez, Staff Writer Jason

Montiel. Section Heading: Exercising Body and Mind.

Synopsis: This news article is about Taiwanese exchange students who visit with senior citizens

t"f.ing:fCC instruction in a class held at the Dublin Senior Center. The teacher is Virginia Lee

CepeAa of Dublin, CA who was accredited in 1996. Her recommending teacher was Pat Huseby

of Danville, CA

Excerpts:
Dublin - They've seen Sacramento, visited giant

redwood trees and even tasted Americanized

Chinese food. But A group of I I Taiwanese

teens visiting the Bay Area got a real education

Thursday when they tried the Asian art of T'ai

Chi Chih with senior citizens at the Dublin

Senior Center. The students followed teacher

Virginia Cepeda a she led a dozen seniors

through a half hour of the body motions

designed to balance the yin and the yang, or the

body's internal energy forces.

Virginia Cepeda leads Taiwanese Students

and senior citizens in T'ai Chi Chih

I have seen people doing T'ai Chi in the park at

home, but I have never tried it," said 18 year-old

Yan Hsiang Yu, a Taipei resident ... Kuo Yi'

Chun, 17, of Taipei, said she may take up T'ai

Chi when she returns to Taiwan. She was also

impressed with life in the Bay Area.

Jenny Lu and George Funk mimic
the motions of an instructor

The Chinese-speaking students -- ages 17 to 19

are wrapping up a three-week visit to

California to study English. They attend

intensive classes at the University of Califomia,

Berkeley. When not in class, students take field

trips to learn about American 
-life. 

The

approximately 55 students in this program -

which is run by Cultural Homestay lnternational

are sharing the homes of families in

Pleasanton, Dublin, Fremon! Pittsburg and

Concord. "They uue here to learn about

Americans." Said Taffeta Burr-Lewis, 23, of

Dublin, who is helping to coordinate the stay of

the students.
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SAFE PASSAGE

Great Spirit who is Mother and Father,

*tTilil'xT:itli:i.*ftlt";
In reflection ofa distant flash,

Rank and station vanish.
Entries of experience penetrate

Passages ofdifference.

t(

No circle leads.

No line encompasses.

There is no plot, no track, no absolute.

The unique compliment.

None can be replaced.

Only change is certain.

*

Restless sounds and spray
Lure master, crew, and sail to sea.

Awe and respect follow fortitude and humility,
One false bearing may steer to rocks.

Safe passage rests on trust and respect. . .
Trust and respect. . . ofthe master!

Eugene Box, Seal Beach, CA

DISTRIBUTORS OF T'AI CHI CHIH MATERIALS

Published by Good Karma Publishing, Inc., Box 5l l, Ft. Yates, ND 58538
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New Book

Good Karma has begun work on an exciting new

book that we feel (and have been told by many

who know about the project) all you readers will

be interested in. We're compiling past Justin

Stone articles from the Vital Force and the New

Mexico T'ai Chi Chih News so that this valuable

information can be available from a single

source. Especially for new teachers and students

who have not previously had access to the

material, but also for seasoned teachers and their

students who have loved and enjoyed Justin's

writing for many years, the compilation will be a

treasure you won't want to pass up. We've

received permission from both newsletters to

reprint the articles. Look for updated information

on this project in "Karmic Komments" future

articles.

Barnes & Noble

We are pleased to let you know that Barnes &

Noble has accepted two of Good Karma's titles

for their stores in all locations. You can let your

local B & N stores know that T'ai Chi Chih/Joy

thru Movement (the photo-text) and Meditation

for Healing are now available through one of

their wholesalers, The Bookmen.

To pass on a comment from a teacher at the

conference, you might want to check with local

managers about doing Tai Chi Chih

presentations in B & N stores. They have created

a cozy social atnosphere with coffee space,

areas that lend themselves to presentations, and

comfortable places for browsing'

from GOOD KARMA PUBLISHING
P. O. Box 5t l ,  Ft.  Yates. ND 58538

Jean Ka(us. Putrlisher

Logo

Good Karma has adopted a new logo that we

will incorporate into all our publications, little by

little. As a book or tape J-card needs reprinting,

we'll replace the former logo with the new one.

The first books to display it are the latest

reprintings of the photo-text and Meditation for
Healing. The logo makes its debut with the

column in this issue and was designed by Deb

Jaeger, the same artist who did the book design

and layout for the photo-text.

Phone System

We're now using a phone system that allows you

to bypass the entire outgoing message if you've

already heard it. You can now press "I" on your

phonepad to place an order, or you can press "2"

to leave a message unrelated to an order. You

can also press the "star" key to begin your

message.

Conference Thanks

Many thanks to all you teachers who stopped by

the Good Karma table at the conference. It was

fun to see new faces and to reconnect with the

familiar ones. Special thanks to the teacher

disfiibutors who assisted in working the table:

Jeanne Engen-Duranske, Margaret Manzanares,

Sandy McAlister, and Christeen Mclain-

Horpedahl.

For book and tape orders please print and/or type

your name and address legibly on the order form.

Phone (701/854-7459), fax (701/854-2004), oi write il

you need a catalog and/or order form. Please allow 4!
l€ast two weeks from order date for delivery.
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CONTACTS FOR T'AI CHI CHIH

Justin Stone: Originator of T'ai Chi Chih'

lZanChelwoodTrait, NE, albuquerque, NM 87112

Conductor of Seijaku (Advanced TCC) Courses;

Meditation Retreats and Lectures.

Ed Altman: Appolnted Head/T'ai Chi Chih

Teacher Trainer, 840 Penny Royal Lane, San

Rafael, C A I 49 03 -2330. (4I 5 I 47 2 -t207 ) Conduc tor

of Seijaku and TCC Accreditation Courses.

Jean Katus: Publ isher,  Good Karma

Publishing, Inc. P. O. Box 511, Ft. Yates, ND

58538; (TOtlgs+-z+sg); fax (701/854-2004).

Disuibutor of TCC instructional materials and other

materials related to spirinral practice.

Liz Saladaz Outgoing Publishing'Editor for

The Vital Force .

Lois Mahaney: Interim VFJ Coordinator.

Mail contact for all VFI submissions for

publication, new subscriptions/renewals, database

updates, teacher referrals, Teacher Directory'

miscellaneous VFJ information. Address: VFI

1633 Via Amigos, San Lorenzo, CA 94580-2009.

Phone 510/276-5718. CalI for fax infomtation.

Roberta Taggart: Interim Editor and

Production llead. Contact for VFJ calendar

items. 10145 Parkwood Dr., #3, Cupertino, CA

95014-  1562.  (4081252-5a0O;  e -mai l :

taggartl @ earthlink.net

TEACHER DIRECTORY REFERRALS

The T'ai Chi Chih Teachers'Directory is to be

used for referral purposes and communications

among accredited T'ai Chi Chih instructors. It

is not to be used or sold as a mailing

l i s t .

numbers. Please keep us up to date on any

changes to your listing by sending all new

inforuration to Lois Mahaney (see above). This

T'ai Chi Chih Teachers'Directory is a wonderful

referral tool to support the wide-spread teaching

of Tai Chi Chih, "Joy Thru Movement!"

If you have moved, or are moving, the post

office tui!!-ggl! forward VFJ to you along with

your first class mail. Make sure your issues find

their way to you when you move. Inforn the
post office, using a change of address fomr, of

your old address and your new address, complete

with zip code and four digit extension.

When mail is undeliverable, the post office

makes a s4py of the envelope with change of

address if }nown, then the contents and original

envelope are destroyed. The copy of the envelope

is then returned to VFJ and a charge of 509 is

imposed for this "service". It's a lose-lose

situation. To avoid having to replace the lost

issue which then has [o be sent first class, please

send us your change of address as soon as you

know it so we can make sure there is no lapse in

delivery ofyour VFl. Thanks!
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The Vital Force, Journal of T'ai Chi Chih, is
published quarterly by The Vinl Force, t633
Via Amigos, San Lorenzo, CA 94580-2009.
Yearly subscriptions: $30.00 for teachers
(included a copy with their listing in the annual
TCC teachers' Directory). $25.00 for new
students/interested persons (not) including a

teachers' directory). Please add an additional

$5.00 for out of U.S. or first-class delivery. For
extra copies of The Vital Force please send

$5.00 for each copy desired. Some back issues
are available.

Copyright @ 1997

by The Vital Force, San Lorenzo, CA 94580-
2009. All rights reserved. Reproduction or use
in any manner of the whole or part of this
document without prior written pennission of the
publisher is prohibited. Printed in the U.S.A.

** ;;il ;; 
- 
;; 
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-

( )Teacher ( )Active ( )Inactive ( )WillingtoTravel ( )Student/Interestedperson

( ) Renewal or ( ) New subscription ( ) My subscription is current. Please note changes in
address, erc, on your mailing list.

Name phone (

PUBLISHING AND MAILING SCHEDULE:
VFJ is published quarterly and bulk mailed to
subscribers only-during the serond week of these
months: March, June, September, and
December. Additional special issues published as
announced.
INQUIRIES: If you have not received your issue
by the 30th of these months, please contact us.
We offer a first class mailing option for an
additional $5.00 per year.
SUBMITTING INFORMATION: Deadlines are

now by the 1st of the preceding month of issue
(i.e. February, May, August, and November)
unless indicated otherwise. Lengthy articles
should be typed and double-spaced to be
considered for print. FAX service may be
available shortly. Please phone 5101276-5718
for infonnation and availability. Thank you.

Subscription Current Options:
( ) TCC Teacher (includes VF.I Issues and Teachers'Directory) - year(s) $30.00/year $

( ) Student/Interested Person -year(s) $25.00/year

( ) Donation for funding VFJ Projects: special issues and outreach-referral measures. $

Out of U.S. and First Class Delivery - Add $5.00/year $_

Total Enclosed $

Check #_Make check/money order in U.S. dollars Payable to: The Vital Force
1633 Via Amigos
San Lorenzo, CA 94580-2009
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Gwen and Eddie Yee and Linda Braga

GRatitade

Ecstasy

And

Transformation

Foreground: Kathryn Curran, Chris
McLain-Horpedahl, and Justin Stone
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Kathryn, Christeen, and Kathryn

3 generations pose with Justin Stone

Foreground: Sr. Antonia Cooper,
then Edie Budney and Justin Stone

GRqtitude

Ecstasy

And

Transformation

Sandy McAlister, Lois Mahaney
during Group Practice
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